Happy Birthday

A
First note: E, 2nd string open
Happy (A) Birthday to (E7) you
Happy Birthday to (A) you
Happy Birthday, Dear (D) your_name
Happy (A) Birthday (E7) to (A) you.

C
First note: G, 4th string open
Happy (C) Birthday to (G7) you
Happy Birthday to (C) you
Happy Birthday, Dear (F) your_name
Happy (C) Birthday (G7) to (C) you.

D
First note: A, 4th string 2nd fret
Happy (D) Birthday to (A7) you
Happy Birthday to (D) you
Happy Birthday, Dear (G) your_name
Happy (D) Birthday (A7) to (D) you.

F
First note: C, 3rd string open
Happy (F) Birthday to (C7) you
Happy Birthday to (F) you
Happy Birthday, Dear (Bb) your_name
Happy (F) Birthday (C7) to (F) you.

G
First note: D, 3rd string 2nd fret
Happy (G) Birthday to (D7) you
Happy Birthday to (G) you
Happy Birthday, Dear (C) your_name
Happy (G) Birthday (D7) to (G) you.